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ABSTRACT

The flipped classroom approach is becoming increasingly popular in higher education as a substitute for more conventional teaching methods. This study examines pre-service teachers’ task engagement in flipped Chinese language and culture learning by employing three engagement facilitators as a theoretical framework. In this study, 50 American undergraduate pre-service teachers who were enrolled in an ESL methods course learned Chinese language and culture online outside of class and then engaged in practice and collaborative learning under the guidance of an instructor. Surveys, follow-up interviews, focus groups, and student documents were analyzed to explore how pre-service teachers perceived their task engagement in their learning tasks and the reasons for their perceptions. The main findings reveal that students are positively engaged in flipped learning when tasks match their abilities, offer opportunities to set their learning goals, provide instant feedback, and have clear learning goals, instructions, and directions. The results also indicate that a fixed course format, clearly defined learning tasks with step-by-step instructions, and effective assessment were essential in engaging students in learning. Conclusion and implications are generated for flipped instructional design and practice for foreign languages. Finally, limitations and future studies are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

Flipped learning is identified as an instructional strategy in which lectures or other direct instructional materials are delivered outside of class, typically using technology, and students participate in guided hands-on activities (e.g., small-group collaboration, jigsaw) face-to-face in class (Hamdan et al., 2013). This strategy changes the way students learn from the traditional in-class lecture and allows students to learn materials before class and apply the content of the learning materials during class
Flipped instructional strategies have been widely implemented in lectures and other direct instructional materials delivered outside of class by using technology, and in class where students participate in guided hands-on activities (e.g., small-group collaboration, jigsaw) (Hamdan et al., 2013; Zou et al., 2020). Over the past several decades, flipped learning has emerged as a popular alternative to teacher-centered instruction in the education realm (van Alten et al., 2019), particularly in the foreign language field (Mehring & Leis, 2018). However, simply having students study online and practice in class does not necessarily lead to student task engagement, which is one of the goals of language teaching (Egbert et al., 2021). Furthermore, students may not be engaged in flipped language and culture tasks because language learning involves more cognitive loads of memory, which may result in low interest, decreased academic performance, and negative school experiences, and thus leads to disengagement. Therefore, it is important to explore students’ perceived engagement in flipped language learning to understand their actual classroom experience and explore ways to enhance their engagement.

To address these issues, the purpose of this study is to explore how pre-service teachers perceived themselves to be engaged in flipped Chinese learning tasks and what facilitated them to engage in such tasks.

**LITERATURE REVIEW**

The research literature defines flipped instruction as a student-centered teaching approach that has its foundation in student task engagement (Bergmann & Sams, 2012). Task engagement is a strong predictor of student academic achievement (Egbert et al., 2021; Hiver et al., 2021; Jang et al., 2012). It is closely related to students’ learning persistence, interest, and successful learning (Appleton et al., 2008; Chapman et al, 2011; Egbert et al., 2021; Rumberger & Rotermund, 2012; Wang & Degol, 2014). Teachers can enhance student engagement by designing class activities based on task engagement facilitators. This section explores engagement facilitators from theoretical perspectives.

**Definition of Task Engagement**

All learning is based on tasks; a task designed for language learning should provide learners with the opportunity to acquire and utilize language knowledge and skills to achieve specific learning objectives related to effective communication (Egbert, 2004; Wang et al., 2022). The construct of language task engagement, deeply rooted in the concept of engagement, has recently gained considerable research interest. Literature has defined student task engagement in various ways. Generally, it is defined as students’ involvement with their tasks (Meltzer & Hamann, 2005; Lutz et al., 2006). For example, Reeve (2012) explained that task engagement is “the extent of student’s active involvement in a learning activity” (p. 150). In line with Reeve, Oga-Baldwin (2019) claimed that task engagement is “visible and invisible actions that learners take toward learning” (p. 9). In a language learning setting, task engagement happens when language learners are involved in completing a language activity even though they are challenged by the class activities (Mohamadi, 2017). This study defines task engagement as the deep involvement that face-to-face or online activities can generate during students doing their tasks.

**Task Engagement Facilitators**

Task engagement facilitators are the factors that can impact student engagement in tasks and that should be considered in the instructional design (Lam et al., 2012). They are essential in understanding how tasks can engage students in learning (Egbert et al., 2021). Several studies investigate task engagement facilitators in language learning. Wang (2015) proposed five principles to engage students by integrating them into the design of online foreign language and culture curriculum development for teacher education. The five engagement principles are: 1) meeting students’ needs; 2) offering opportunities for students to set learning goals; 3) matching the challenges of tasks with students’
abilities and skills; 4) providing clear instructions and directions for students to finish their learning tasks, and 5) providing students with opportunities to practice and to receive instant feedback. In a recent study, Egbert et al. (2021) explained six facilitators contributing to student task engagement in their Language Task Engagement Model (LTEM): authenticity, social interaction, learning support, interest, autonomy, and challenge. In other words, Wang’s (2015) four engagement principles correspond with three of Egbert et al.’s (2021) LTEM facilitators, which are shown in Table 1.

Based on the overlap of Wang’s (2015) four principles with Egbert et al.’s (2021) three LTEM facilitators, this study will examine authenticity, challenge, and learning support. These three facilitators of task engagement form the theoretical framework of this study.

** Authenticity **

Authenticity is defined as “learners’ perceptions that the task is meaningful, valuable, and/or enjoyable” (Egbert, 2020). In the context of language learning, tasks designed with authenticity can be related to students’ personal experiences (Davis & McPartland, 2012) or setting learning goals that are meaningful and relevant to students’ interests and values. McTighe et al. (2020) also confirm that a task with authenticity should be relevant to its practical purpose and learning outcomes. To establish an engaging learning task, researchers further suggest that educators should first develop a good understanding of students’ learning needs in real-life and design authentic learning experiences to meet a variety of students’ needs, such as their cognitive, emotional, and social needs (Wang, 2015; Wang & Li, 2022).

** Challenge **

Researchers noted that challenge could be an engagement facilitator when it matches students’ language learning abilities. (Crick, 2012; Czimmermann & Piniel, 2016). To match challenges with students’ abilities, researchers suggest that language tasks should challenge learners at an optimal level to push them to put effort into accomplishing the task instead of being frustrated or disengaged (Aubrey et al., 2022). To create such tasks, instructors should create a safe and engaging learning environment (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990; Egbert, 2004), and the challenge of the learning tasks should be just above students’ current skills and abilities (Lee, 2007).

** Learning Support **

Learning support from instructors can help learners engage in learning activities by building positive teacher-student relationships, providing structure to learning, and supporting students’ individual needs (Shernoff et al., 2017). Teacher learning support, such as clear instructions and directions, rewards, visual material, and rubrics, is effective in supporting language learning engagingly (Curry & Lillis, 2004; Wang & Li, 2022). Kim (2018) explained that after students acquired knowledge and comprehension of content with clear instructions prior to face-to-face class, they became more engaged in applying what they had learned during in-class sessions. The importance of offering clear

** Table 1. Overlap of principles of student engagement and facilitators of LTEM **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principles of Student Engagement (Wang, 2015)</th>
<th>Facilitators of LTEM (Egbert et al., 2021)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Offering opportunities for students to set learning goals</td>
<td>Authenticity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matching students’ abilities</td>
<td>Challenge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing clear instructions and directions for students to finish their learning tasks</td>
<td>Learning support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing students with opportunities to practice and to receive instant feedback</td>
<td>Learning support</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
instructions and directions is also emphasized by El Miedany and El Miedany (2019), who noted that teachers’ clear instruction can help students have “better communication and efficiency in group activities” (p. 297). Further, feedback is an important aspect of learning support. Student engagement could be sustainable if teachers could give them pertinent, beneficial, approachable, substantial, and well-timed feedback (CAST, 2018; Meyer et al., 2014). When students are offered opportunities to practice the knowledge they have learned, instructors’ timely feedback can evoke students’ feelings of competence because it directly communicates their mastery of learning, leading to engagement (Fredricks et al., 2004; Niemiec & Ryan, 2009; Sailer et al., 2017).

Overall, the three primary facilitators discussed above can enhance task engagement when teachers integrate them into task components and are perceived by learners. One way to examine the task engagement facilitators is to explore how students perceive their level of engagement facilitated in a flipped learning environment.

**Flipped Learning and Task Engagement**

Flipped learning supports task engagement because it allows for active and interactive learning inside of the classroom and self-regulated learning outside of the classroom (Turan & Akdag-Cimen, 2020). It provides affordances that can be considered as facilitators to engage students. Specifically, in a flipped learning class, delivering content outside the classroom can meet students’ diverse learning needs (Hamdan et al., 2013), and activities can be personalized to students’ experiences and culturally and socially relevant to their lives (CAST, 2018). Further, flipped instruction offers learning content from both outside and inside classes that may better match the challenges with students’ abilities and skills (Musallam, 2010) and help students set clear learning goals (Mayer, 2002; Zou et al., 2020). In addition, since flipped instruction has pre-class preparations, in-class activities, and after-class assignments, teachers can provide clear instructions in multiple platforms (e.g., video, learning management system) for students to finish their learning tasks step by step. The maximized interaction during face-to-face classes gives teachers more time to evaluate students’ understandings and offer them instant feedback (Zou et al., 2020).

A good amount of research was conducted to investigate student engagement in the flipped learning environment. Based on the core dimensions of affect, cognition, and behavior of student engagement, Steen-Utheim & Foldnes (2018) explored student’s perceptions of their learning experience in a flipped classroom and a lecture-based classroom during two-semester mathematics course by interviewing 12 first-year undergraduate students in a Norwegian business school. Their findings show that students perceived higher engagement in the flipped classroom and seven categories contributed to their engagement, including the commitment to peers, being recognized, feeling safe, instructor relationship, physical learning environment, learning with peers, and using videos to learn new content. Similarly, Lo and Hew (2021) conducted a study to develop a set of theoretical and empirical-based design principles to support student engagement in flipped mathematics learning by employing the three-dimensional framework of student engagement. Their study explored methods to support student engagement in flipped learning. Some research in the language domain also investigates the effect of flipped learning on student engagement. For example, Lian and Jia (2021) explored the effect of flipped language classrooms on student engagement from four dimensions (behavioral, cognitive, emotional, and social) by adopting a quasi-experimental design with mixed methods in a Chinese university. Their findings indicated student engagement could be enhanced by the quality of out-of-class learning materials and the integration of pre-class and in-class learning tasks. However, these studies did not provide information on what facilitates students’ engagement in a flipped learning environment nor did they explore students’ perceptions of their level of engagement in flipped learning tasks.

Based on the literature reviewed on flipped learning and task engagement, it seems that the flipped learning affordances such as authenticity, challenge and learning support would allow for task engagement. However, to the researchers’ best knowledge, little research has been conducted on
how these facilitators could engage students in flipped learning classes designed and implemented under the guidance of task engagement facilitators in a language context. Even though there are many cases in which flipped learning can promote student engagement, to date, few specific researches have provided evidence on how students perceive their task engagement during flipped foreign language and culture learning, especially for pre-service teachers. To fill these gaps, this study aims to explore how pre-service teachers perceive themselves to be engaged and what facilitates them to engage in flipped Chinese learning. It also seeks to understand students’ perceptions of flipped learning and outlines the features of engaging flipped language learning tasks to offer teacher educators support for flipped instructional design in the foreign language and culture teaching and learning.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Based on the literature discussed, this study addressed the following research questions based on the three task engagement facilitators:

1. How do pre-service teachers perceive their level of overall task engagement in online and face-to-face flipped tasks?
2. How engaged do pre-service teachers perceive themselves by each engagement facilitator in each set of tasks?
3. What facilitates pre-service teachers to engage in a flipped task?

METHODOLOGY

This study employs a case study based on an in-depth investigation of pre-service teachers’ task engagement. As Saldaña and Omasta (2016) claim, “a case study focuses on a single unit—one person, one group, one organization, one event, and so on” (p. 148). By focusing on the group of pre-service teachers, this study explores their task engagement during a flipped Chinese learning module to offer implications for future engaging teacher education flipped task design.

Participants

Fifty American pre-service teachers (undergraduate students) enrolled in a flipped Chinese for teachers’ learning module (part of a three-credit Introduction to ESL for K-8 Teacher’s course) served as the participants in this study. The course was required for the teacher education degree in a large public university in the US Pacific Northwest. Participants were chosen purposefully because the first author of this study was the instructor of the Chinese module. Participants needed to finish the course for credits.

All the participants were undergraduate pre-service teachers in their final semester of coursework. These students were from 20 to 24 years old, with 46 females and four males. At the beginning of this course, the participants generally had limited knowledge of the Chinese language and culture; none of the 50 students reported previous learning experiences with Chinese, and only three of them had traveled to China.

The study passed all relevant ethical review processes and was conducted in accordance with the code of ethics. All participants were informed of the purpose and content of the study; consent was obtained from the participants, and the study was conducted voluntarily.

Module Description

The Chinese module lasted for six weeks, 45 minutes to one hour of the overall three hours that the ESL class met per week. This module had two parts: 1) an online self-learning session and 2) a face-to-face classroom practice session.
The online material was divided into six units and was delivered using an online learning platform (i.e., Canvas). The first unit was a general introduction, which was an overview of the whole module. The middle four units comprised three sections: 1) culture, 2) language, and 3) discussion. Figure 1 shows the main structure of the learning unit. In the culture section, students did a preview task, read brief articles, watched a video, and did a review task. They learned Chinese phrases in the language section and completed speaking and writing tasks.

To meet pre-service teachers’ learning needs, in collaboration with the course instructor, the module designers designed six cultural topics (i.e., introduction to Chinese culture and language, relationships, the education system, classroom behaviors and characteristics of Chinese students, Chinese or Not Chinese, and social customs) to help pre-service teachers obtain a more systematic understanding of the characteristics of Chinese culture. Figure 2 provides an example of the reading materials for Chinese students’ classroom-related behaviors.

Figure 1. The structure of the learning unit

Culture
- Chinese Education System
- Key Educational Elements
- Chinese Unit 3 Quiz

Language
- Directions: Check your language knowledge through the language review quiz (open book). Then read about the new words and grammar for this week.
  - Chinese Unit 3 Language Review Quiz
  - Chinese Unit 3 Language Quiz

Discussion
- Directions: Respond to the posted question about education system differences in one paragraph. Then review and respond to one classmate’s post.
  - Chinese Unit 3 Discussion

Figure 2. An example of the reading materials

Classroom Behavior
Though all teachers and students are different, the following descriptions introduce classroom behaviors that can often be found in more traditional Chinese classrooms.

- Quiet: Most of the learning done in the Chinese classroom is done passively. Chinese students are taught to sit quietly and listen to their teacher rather than being encouraged to actively join the conversation. An emphasis on perfection also deters some students from speaking up, for fear of getting an answer wrong. Quiet students are also a byproduct of large class sizes. In language classes, choral repetition is often used.

- Indirect: Chinese people often prefer indirect forms of communication. This style is used both to pay respect to the intelligence of the listener and to soften the blows of confrontation. It can, however, lead to confusion and frustration when communicating between cultures.

- Structured: Chinese instruction is often lecture-based and meticulously organized. The direction of the lecture will always be clear and obvious with particular emphasis on relevance to the text.

- Visual: Important information will always be written down for particular emphasis. This will easily allow students to take notes and know what aspects to focus on for review.
To match the task challenges with student abilities, the module designers divided the language materials into four stages in each unit, separating character and Pinyin learning into several discrete steps. The stages were supported by videos of a mouth making each sound, vivid pictures, and straightforward explanations to facilitate understanding. Figure 3 shows Chinese character learning; students were shown how to write Chinese characters in a stroke-by-stroke sequence. Students had the opportunity to obtain extra help in forming the characters by observing orthographic features with concrete explanations and interesting anecdotes of the words they learned.

The face-to-face sessions were created to offer students ample opportunities to practice what they had learned in the online learning units. Students had 50 minutes three times per week to practice with a Chinese instructor, and two language helpers. Each face-to-face session contained three parts: 1) whole-class review in which the Chinese instructor helped students review the content by doing pronunciation practice, interactive listening, and speaking drills (e.g., the instructor asked questions in Chinese, and the students were required to answer the questions in Chinese to practice the grammar and vocabulary they learned online); 2) students worked on remembering Chinese characters by collaborating with their peers (e.g., grouping vocabulary that shared the same Chinese characters and reading a short passage), and; 3) students were paired to apply the phrases they learned to communicate with their language partners (e.g., creating and practicing the dialogues using phrases from a list of words they learned) or finish the language tasks. There was no face-to-face meeting for week three due to a holiday.

Data Collection

This study used three data sources. An engagement perception survey was employed to evaluate participants’ perceptions of engagement. Follow-up individual interviews were used to explore the reasons for students’ perceptions in the task engagement perception survey, while a focus group explored students’ general engagement perceptions of the module in an open discussion in which students were provided opportunities to think about their comments critically and review their opinions from different perspectives.

Engagement Perception Survey

Each participant completed a survey after each week’s online tasks and after the weekly in-class learning. This twice-weekly survey, presented in Appendix A, was to help the researcher understand students’ perceptions of engagement facilitators in learning tasks in both online and physical settings.

Figure 3. Chinese character learning in a stroke-by-stroke order
In addition, the results of the surveys helped the researcher to design and modify the follow-up interview questions. The survey was composed of six questions; participants were required to mark one answer (i.e., “Yes” or “No” or “Somewhat”) for each statement that most closely corresponded to their opinion of each task engagement facilitator and complete the relevant open-ended question that followed. The survey was voluntary and students finished anonymously to ensure that the students were reassured that their comments would not influence their grades.

**Interviews**

In this study, two types of interviews (i.e., individual interviews and focus group interviews) were conducted to obtain a deeper understanding of the reasons for students’ task engagement perceptions. The individual interviews were conducted each week as a follow-up to the perceptions survey. Based on the findings of the engagement perceptions survey, the researcher chose the students with the most and least representative opinions from students’ answers, and then interviewed 25 volunteer students individually to obtain a further understanding of their opinions by asking open-ended questions (e.g., “Could you give a specific example for …?”). Twenty-five individual interviews were conducted during the six weeks of the module.

Four focus group interviews were conducted at the end of the course to gather students’ opinions concerning their general engagement in this module, and participants were asked to discuss general open-ended questions. The 48 students were divided heterogeneously based on their answers to the engagement perception survey to allow students to think about their comments critically and review their opinions from different perspectives. There were four groups of focus group interviews; each group had 12 students. The focus group interviews lasted 20 minutes, and students were asked the following questions:

- Do you find the flipped Chinese language and culture module engaging? Why or why not?
- Were there any influential factors for your engagement perceptions in the online section?
- Were there any influential factors for your engagement perceptions in the face-to-face section?
- Do you prefer a flipped Chinese class or a traditional Chinese class?

A member-checking technique was employed upon transcribing the interviews to ascertain the results’ credibility.

**Student Discussion Documents**

Students were required to participate in an online written discussion concerning one topic every week as part of the online Chinese module. For example, in the final unit, students were asked to comment on the questions:

- Sum up your experience in this Chinese language course. How do you feel about what you did and learned?
- What changes would you like to see made?
- What are you taking away from this course that you will remember/use in the future?”

The course discussion documents were integrated with surveys and interviews to understand student engagement in the learning tasks.

**DATA ANALYSIS**

The findings from the engagement perception surveys were organized first. The numeric data was used to display the numbers of the students who perceived or had not perceived task engagement in
the course; students’ comments were coded inductively to identify the significant patterns of their perceptions, then the categorized data were used to develop interview questions. The transcribed individual interviews were coded to identify themes indicating reasons for student engagement perceptions; the transcribed focus group interviews, performed by two researchers, were coded to identify themes indicating student general engagement perceptions toward the course. Students’ responses in the discussions were coded to integrate with the surveys and interviews to help answer the questions.

Finally, themes with similar content were grouped together and received a label covering the shared content. To ensure the reliability of the data analysis, during the entire coding process, two experienced researchers examined the data, completed the coding independently, and then collaborated and built a consensus on the coding. The inter-coder reliability was 80%, and then the raters discussed and reconciled to reach a 100% consensus.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Question 1: How do pre-service teachers perceive their level of overall task engagement in online and face-to-face flipped tasks?

Table 2 shows the percentage of students who perceived all three engagement facilitators positively (answering “yes” to all three facilitators) in each session each week.

The data presented in Table 2 illustrate that over 60% of the participants who took the online and face-to-face surveys perceived the three engagement facilitators positively.

Online Sessions

Twenty-six students in the focus groups expressed that the online learning tasks could engage them to some extent, yet they were not fully engaged. They indicated that earning grades could be their major driving factor to finish the online tasks; therefore, they “just tend to answer the questions.” Although another 24 students corresponded to these perceptions by saying that “we just did the activities for a grade,” they reported that while doing the online tasks (e.g., voice recording), they had a clear goal, which was performing better and better; therefore, “Once [I] started the tasks they were enjoyable to learn!” It can be inferred from their comments that the learning tasks engage many students in setting clear learning goals (e.g., getting A grades).

Face-to-Face Sessions

Forty students across the four focus groups commented that overall, the activities in the face-to-face learning sessions were great fun, and their learning needs were met by practicing in various ways. They claimed that the face-to-face practice offered opportunities for instant feedback and helped them practice and retain the language they learned online; therefore, it was engaging to them. Additionally, they indicated that the instructor’s energy and enthusiasm were essential to facilitate their perceptions of the three engagement facilitators. Aligned with these comments, in engagement perception surveys,

Table 2. The number of students answering “yes” to all facilitators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sessions</th>
<th>Week 1</th>
<th>Week 2</th>
<th>Week 3</th>
<th>Week 4</th>
<th>Week 5</th>
<th>Week 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Face-to-Face</td>
<td>40/50</td>
<td>43/49</td>
<td>no onsite practice</td>
<td>38/50</td>
<td>46/50</td>
<td>47/50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online</td>
<td>32/46</td>
<td>27/35</td>
<td>24/30</td>
<td>14/21</td>
<td>14/22</td>
<td>21/25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
32 participants expressed their perceptions again by using words such as, “I was 100 percent engaged and was tested on speaking, listening, and identifying written Chinese!” “I practiced my words and had fun!” However, 10 students who did not report their overall engagement in the focus groups indicated in their surveys and discussions that the lack of in-class time would make them feel that the learning tasks were too quick and brief to digest.

In conclusion, according to the data, most participants who gave their comments perceived their overall engagement positively in both the online and face-to-face sessions. Based on the students’ comments, it seems that the online sessions engaged some students by meeting their learning needs and having them establish clear learning goals; the face-to-face sessions seemingly engaged students by offering instant feedback and the opportunity to practice in a real communicative context. In addition, in the face-to-face sessions, the instructor’s energy and enthusiasm seemed to be essential in facilitating students’ perceptions of their overall engagement.

**Question 2:** How engaged do pre-service teachers perceive themselves in each engagement facilitator by each set of tasks?

**Questions 3:** What facilitates pre-service teachers to engage in a flipped task?

**Authenticity: Setting Up Clear Learning Goals**

Figure 4 presents the results of setting up clear learning goals for both online and face-to-face sessions.

According to student comments in the online learning sessions, the instant assessments provided a valuable opportunity for them to evaluate their learning outcomes and set learning goals in each unit. One student observed that the pre-test helped them focus, and the post-test allowed them to correct misunderstandings. In addition, 18 students found that the online learning tasks, including pre-tests, post-tests, voice recording, and handwriting exercises, provided them ample time to practice and refine their skills. By making mistakes and correcting them, they were able to solidify the correct answers in their minds and challenge themselves to perform well. Seven out of 13 students who perceived the Chinese language learning facilitator as “no” found the subject meaningless and had no learning goals. Six other students claimed they needed to learn about their learning goals, but completed all tasks.

In the face-to-face sessions, 19 students acknowledged that the whole class review offered an opportunity to reflect on their online learning outcomes and identify areas for improvement. Additionally, 20 students found it helpful when course expectations and agendas were listed before each face-to-face session. One student noted, “The listed activities gave me a clear plan, and then
I could figure out my goal in each step.” By having a clear plan, they could set and develop their learning goals throughout the learning process.

Student feedback highlights the importance of prompt assessment and adequate time to refine their work before submitting their final drafts. This approach enables students to set clear learning goals and motivates them to practice and improve their performance. Listing the agenda also gives students a clear plan, allowing them to check their learning goals at each step. This is particularly important since students often require explicit guidelines to keep them on track (Lin, 2012). Additionally, the comments from students emphasize the need for guidance to help them understand their learning goals and how to set them effectively. These findings align with previous research by Egbert et al. (2021), Benson & Voller (2014), and Mercer (2019), which also highlight the importance of students setting up their learning goals.

**Challenge: Matching Students’ Abilities and Skills**

Figure 5 presents the results of matching students’ abilities and skills for both online and face-to-face sessions.

During the six-week online sessions, 20 out of 46 students who participated in a survey reported that online learning content provided them with ample time to digest knowledge by allowing them to review the content as many times as they wanted. This helped them to understand better and retain the information. Similarly, 16 students found that the learning content divided into several steps enabled them to follow better and maintain their knowledge. However, four students perceived submitting word recordings as a difficult task and felt stressed.

In the face-to-face sessions, 20 out of 50 students found that the fixed teaching format helped them concentrate on practicing new materials, while 12 students felt that each practice was moving appropriately. Furthermore, 16 students appreciated the language assistance and visual aids, which helped them when they were having difficulties. Twenty-two students found that learning the content online before face-to-face practice and having whole-class reviews before individual practice helped them build new knowledge of their language skills. However, seven students felt that practicing phrases learned in the third week during the fourth week’s course was challenging.

Students’ comments suggest that making the learning task simple and not giving them too much to remember at one time can help meet their abilities and challenges, which is in line with the design ideas suggested by Czimmermann and Piniel (2016) and Crick (2012) that challenge can facilitate student engagement if the level of task is appropriate.

**Figure 5. Number of students’ responses to matching their abilities and skills**
Learning Support: Offering Clear Instructions and Directions

Figure 6 presents the results of offering clear instructions and directions for both online and face-to-face sessions.

In the online part, 40 students provided feedback on the engagement facilitator. Of those, 24 found the step-by-step instructions easy to follow and helpful for concentrating on their learning tasks. However, two students needed help answering quiz questions, while two others found the instructions for voice recording unclear. In addition, students reported that feedback on the voice recording task highlighted the need for precise instructions.

In the face-to-face sessions, 38 out of 50 students commented on the usefulness of learning activities listed on the board, modeling, and note-taking. Five students appreciated the opportunity to ask questions; 10 found the instructor and language helpers’ support helpful. However, one student reported confusion during a class review. Students’ comments reinforce the importance of timely feedback, walking around to offer assistance, and checking students’ understanding.

These findings emphasize the importance of defining course tasks clearly to avoid confusion and enhance engagement. Students’ feedback indicates that providing step-by-step instructions is essential in both online and face-to-face sessions. This aligns with Clark’s (2015) research on flipped instruction, which emphasizes clear objectives and discussion content to promote engagement. Furthermore, students’ feedback in class enhanced their attention and deepened their understanding of the online content. Instant feedback can promote perseverance, self-efficacy, and improvement, according to CAST (2018), while timely feedback can evoke feelings of competence and engagement, as per Sailer et al. (2017).

CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS

This study provides evidence that pre-service teachers perceive that flipped learning tasks can engage them. Although students perceived the three task engagement facilitators in both online and face-to-face learning tasks, their self-reported comments indicate that the students’ engagement perceptions in the two learning sessions are different. The finding indicates that the relevance of learning content to students’ future application and a variety of learning resources are influential factors to engage students in the online sessions, while instant feedback and interaction are important engaging factors in the face-to-face sessions. In the online sessions, learning tasks were different each week and the students needed to learn the required information without direct guidance and instant feedback from...
the instructor; therefore, the students perceived that a fixed course format, clearly defined learning tasks, step-by-step instructions, and effective assessments were essential in engaging them in learning. In the face-to-face sessions, students’ primary learning need was to practice what they had learned and, at the same time, obtain instant feedback; therefore, the various interactive activities with the instructor, peers, and language helpers may have impacted their engagement perceptions. This indicates that task engagement facilitators may look and be perceived differently in different tasks and contexts and that course designers and instructors must be cautious of the distinct characteristics of different learning environments and take advantage of each learning session to offer pre-service teachers as many choices and opportunities for meaningful tasks as possible.

This study provides information about both task engagement and flipped learning, which could provide more effective instruction for both face-to-face and online learning and provide significant practical implications for teaching practices. The positive results emanating from this study may encourage other educators and their institutions to adopt flipped learning tasks to enhance students’ engagement levels and increase the quality of student learning and their university experience. Moreover, the findings based on the three facilitators addressed in the study add new insights into the literature on task engagement. Furthermore, this study can help teachers, instructional designers, and researchers better understand students’ perceptions of task engagement facilitators in a flipped learning class and offer teacher educators support for flipped instructional design in the foreign language and culture teaching and learning. In addition, these findings and insights can also provide instructors with sound strategies to improve students’ engagement in flipped learning.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE STUDIES

Several limitations should be acknowledged with some recommendations for future research. First, this research was conducted at only one university, so it may not be feasible to form generalizations resulting from the findings. It is suggested that future research test the use of flipped learning in different contexts, such as secondary schools. Second, the perceptions of the engagement facilitators in this study may be specific to language learning. In future studies, researchers can adopt these research findings as a basis to formulate questions about the influence of context and discipline on task engagement studies. Third, the researchers did not focus on engagement indicators showing signs of student engagement. It is suggested that future research explore student task engagement with both facilitators and indicators. Fourth, this study did not explain how the three facilitators interrelated with each other and what indicates students’ engagement. It is suggested that future study explore the interrelation with each facilitator and examine the signs indicating students’ task engagement (engagement indicators). Finally, the data collection of this study was mainly based on students’ self-reporting, which may produce biased and subjective findings. However, by triangulating the data sources, the researchers uncovered patterns that supported one another. The researchers suggest that future studies investigate engagement facilitators in flipped learning by utilizing quantitative measures to obtain statistical results.
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APPENDIX

Student Engagement Perception Survey

**Instruction:** Please mark the one answer for each statement that most closely corresponds to your opinion and complete the related open-ended question that follows if appropriate.

1. Does the content of this task meet your learning needs?
   ◦ If yes, how does it do so?
   ◦ If no, why doesn’t it? How could it do so?
   ◦ If somewhat, please explain:
2. Is the challenge of the task appropriate for your abilities and skills? In other words, it is too hard or too easy for you?
   ◦ If appropriate, what made it a good match for your abilities and skills?
   ◦ If too easy, how could it better match your abilities and skills?
   ◦ If it is too hard, what makes it hard to you?
3. Does the task offer you enough opportunities to set up learning goals for yourself?
   ◦ If yes, how does it do so?
   ◦ If no, how might it do so?
   ◦ If somewhat, please explain:
4. Does the task provide enough opportunity for you to practice the skills or ideas presented and to obtain instant feedback?
   ◦ If yes, in what ways?
   ◦ If no, how could it do so?
   ◦ If somewhat, please explain:
5. Does the task have clear enough instructions and directions for you to meet its goal?
   ◦ If yes, how does it do so?
   ◦ If no, how could it do so?
   ◦ If somewhat, please explain:
6. Other comments about this task:
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